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It is commonly assumed that the chemical reaction is determined by the unique
transition state (TS), and the two-state approach is a basic model for the analysis of the
chemical reaction. However, during the last 10 years, various examples of chemical
reactions with two different TSs were reported.[1] Lucid VB arguments allow to identify
reactions with two different TSs as a crypto three state system, where the Reactant and
the Product are defined by the combinations of the three dominant VB structures.

2D domain based on the two minima - the Reactant (R) and the Product (P), which are
connected by two different TSs can include the S0/S1 conical intersection according to the
Longuet-Higgins theorem.[2] This is a situation which constitutes a necessary and
sufficient condition for a photochemical reaction bearing a single product.[3]
Two different transition states detected (on the CAS level of calculation) for the cis-trans
isomerization around polar double bonds, azo-compounds, charge shift in aliphatic
radical-cations, conjugated radicals, H atom vs. proton-coupled electron transfer etc..
Symmetry allowed reactions have the TS+=(R+P). Symmetry forbidden reactions served
by TS ̶ =(R-P) which is a preferable route (lower barrier) in some of studied cases.
The principles of the design of crypto three-state system are represented for both types of
systems – with two different and two equivalent TSs. The electronic mechanisms leading
to the chemical reaction with two TSs are described.
The reduction in rate due to non-adiabatic recrossing near the conical intersection[4] is
discussed in connection with a different types of the reactions with two TSs.
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